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	Learn how to design and create amazing web applications using KnockoutJS


	About This Book

	
		Create fully testable web applications from real-world solutions with the powerful data-binding offered by KnockoutJS
	
		Create new and reusable components by yourself and learn how to integrate external libraries easily
	
		Contains projects based on fictitious, but common, application development briefs



	Who This Book Is For


	If you are a JavaScript developer and already know the basics of KnockoutJS and you want to get the most out of it, then this book is for you. This book will help in your transition from a small site to a large web application that is easily maintainable.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Create a model of your system and build applications around it
	
		Integrate any external library easily
	
		Design applications with TDD methodology
	
		Use templates to reuse UIs effectively
	
		Make a rich, single-page web application
	
		Develop modular, testable applications



	In Detail


	KnockoutJS is a JavaScript library that provides you with a sophisticated way of communicating between your UI and the underlying data model to create rich and desktop-like web UIs.


	Starting with a basic web application, you'll work your way through full featured, real-world applications in order to learn how to make the most of this fantastic library. You'll discover how to build reusable widgets, integrate with external UI libraries such as jQuery UI, and build mobile-first responsive applications and single-page applications. By the end of this book, you will understand how to use this library, and how easy it can be to develop a model-based system. This book is a hands-on guide with step-by-step instructions, leading you through practical illustrations that will show you every aspect of a KnockoutJS project.
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Hacking Exposed Malware & RootkitsMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Malware. In my almost 15 years in information security, malware has become the most powerful tool in a cyber attacker’s arsenal. From sniffing financial records and stealing keystrokes to peer-to-peer networks and auto updating functionality, malware has become the key component in almost all successful attacks. This has not always been...
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Harnessing Performance Variability in Embedded and High-performance Many/Multi-core Platforms: A Cross-layer ApproachSpringer, 2018

	
		This book describes the state-of-the art of industrial and academic research in the architectural design of heterogeneous, multi/many-core processors. The authors describe methods and tools to enable next-generation embedded and high-performance heterogeneous processors to confront cost-effectively the inevitable variations by...
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The Tudors For Dummies (For Dummies (History, Biography & Politics)For Dummies, 2011

	This entertaining guide covers the period from 1485 to 1603, exploring the life and times of everyday people (from famine and the flu epidemic, to education, witchcraft and William Shakespeare) as well as the intrigues and scandals at court. Strap yourself in and get ready for a rollercoaster ride through the romantic and political liaisons...
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Quality Assurance for Dynamics AX-Based ERP SolutionsPackt Publishing, 2008
Dynamics AX is a next-generation ERP system that can be customized in any area to provide a competitive edge by facilitating ERP implementations that follow the time-proven processes being used by businesses. This ERP system not only provides additional flexibilities but also has some other unique features such as its layered customization...
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Project Risk Management: Processes, Techniques and InsightsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
   "When first published in 1997, Chris Chapman and Stephen Ward's Project Risk Management instantly became a classic in the field, bringing risk management in a systematic manner into the mainstream for the management of projects.  Their second edition of this seminal work is a tour de force - a comprehensive, lucid, and highly...
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BlackBerry for Work: Productivity for ProfessionalsApress, 2010

	The BlackBerry is cool, and the BlackBerry is fun, but the BlackBerry also means serious business. For those of you who bought your BlackBerry to help get your life organized and free yourself from the ball-and-chain of desktop computing, BlackBerry at Work: Productivity for Professionals is the book to show you how. There are plenty...
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